September 2011

Bob’s Bit
For those members who don’t know, I have been seconded as Chairman of the club since Steve
Robinson had to retire due to work and personal pressures. For those members who do know, this is
my introduction to the club newsletter. The first issue was brilliant and I’m sure that this will be better.
Please support Keith by creating copy for each issue. It’s your club and your contribution is vital to
its success.
First, I would like to thank Steve Robinson for his superb stint as Chairman and all he has done for
the club during that time and because he works away from home, I appreciate the effort he has had
to make to carry out the job.
You may have noticed a DP van substantially larger than our present one parked beside the clubhouse.
It is being re-furbished to bring it up to standard, (help will not be refused). It will have facilities for
brewing up tea and coffee and should make life a little more comfortable at the launch point when it
comes into operation.
You may also have noticed that Geoff Guttery has been seen to be smiling more of late, due to the
delivery of a new JCB, (1980’s vintage). This is much more user-friendly than the old one and will
help Geoff and Dean to carry out the fantastic amount of work required on the field each year to keep
us flying. If you are on duty, please look after the field. We need it.
Now a plea. It is getting more difficult to operate due to reduced membership at the launch point, so
if you are at the club and not doing club work, please help to keep the operation going by spending
some time at the launch point during the day, even if flying conditions are not brilliant. Thanks.
Colin Hankinson has volunteered to look after the provision of oils and potions required for the
tractors and winch. We could do with someone with engineering expertise to join him, to check over
the condition of tractors and manage the maintenance.
Thanks for reading this. Have some good flying
Bob Pettifer

In this Issue

Welcome to the bumper second edition of the all-new BFGC newsletter!
In the last issue, I asked you to send in articles, letters, comments etc. Well, you did us all proud!
I’ve had so much in that this September issue is even bigger than the last!
As well as your usual favourites (well, as ‘usual’ as they can be for a second time!) we have timely
reminders, useful information, admonitions and pats on the back from our friendly, neighbourhood Club
Officials, a report from Fuentemilanos - (I wasn’t expecting that - nobody expects the Spanish
Expedition!) We also have a report on NATS’ new web service, news from the very successful Spinal
Injuries Day last month, a new member tells us how we seem to outsiders - (that could be worrying!)
a pundit vaunts the merits of World Class gliders and another letter flooded in on the thorny issue of
hectopascals and national sovereignty. What more could you ask for, other than a comfy chair, a hot
cuppa and some peace and quiet to read it all?
Thank you to all contributors for taking the trouble to write in. It’s your effort that has made this
newsletter so successful. Now that you know how easy it is, you could do something else for the next
issue, and if you didn’t write in, (shame on you!) read this one and then resolve to do better next time!
Enjoy!
Keith Clarke (Editor)
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CFI Ramblings
Achievements:
Despite a very strange year weather wise, well done to all those who have achieved solos, Silver
distances, durations, heights and Cross Country Diplomas - it’s not been a bad year for those and of
course we mustn’t forget the normal card system boxes that have been ticked off. Remember to claim
your points on the A & B League tables in the lecture room if applicable. We need someone to claim
them this year, even if it’s just to polish the trophies!
Thanks:
Once again our costs as members are significantly lower than they would be without the Tuesday and
Thursday flying evenings. The income generated from them is all down to those who have organised
and helped on each one. Thanks everyone.
Lost Instructor:
Sadly, age, the CAA and the medical profession have all conspired to stop another of our instructors
from continuing as one. Ian Hamilton has been a stalwart of the club for many years, helping fledgling
pilots gain their independence and whilst he will be missed in that capacity, he is of course enjoying his
solo flying. Long may that continue and on behalf of all the members, thanks Ian for all your past
efforts. It does mean of course that we are starting to get a little thin on the ground, but we do have a
plan and hopefully those who are asked to become instructors will accept the honour and continue on
to become Ass Cats. I’m sure if you ask Ian, he will tell you just how rewarding it can be.
Membership:
Whilst strictly not in my remit, I thought I’d take the opportunity of asking everyone to think of ways of
getting new members, aside from what we already do. Over the past two years since I started keeping
individual records, the ”flying” members have remained virtually the same. So if you have any ideas,
however daft they may seem, then let me know and we’ll see if we can improve things.
Muddy Waters:
The time of year approaches when things start getting a bit muddy – well actually it’s already here, but
I didn’t really want to mention that – so as usual, please make sure the wheel boxes and gliders are
cleaned at the end of the day and so keep the inevitable removal of the wheel and all that that entails
to a minimum.
Visit:
I was recently invited to fly at RAF Linton on Ouse in Yorkshire with Daniel McCormack who, besides
being a member at our club, is also a Motor Glider instructor there. I saw at first hand the fantastic
commitment that the ATC all have to ensuring young people from 13 -18 get to fly as members of that
organisation. With their huge catchment area Daniel and his fellow instructors have their work cut out
for them every weekend, but judging by the grins on the youngsters’ faces, they are certainly achieving
their goals. Thanks for a great time and of course to Her Majesty for paying!
Stay Safe & Happy Flying!
Phil Punt
CFI
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Spinal Injuries Day
Thanks to Carol McLay, BFGC had the pleasure of hosting another very successful Spinal Injuries
Day this year. The weather was unusually kind and everyone had an excellent time launching
gliders and munching butties in the sunshine. As you can see from the report below, our visitors
had a good time too, and on top of that, (thanks to Ian Hamilton), we got some very good free
publicity in the local Southport paper. Congratulations and a big thank you to everyone who worked
so hard to make the day a success.
On 18th August a group of Spinal Cord injured patients left their wheelchairs behind and took to the
skies courtesy of the Bowland Forest Gliding Club. Isobel, Debi, Mick, Bill and Liam, all in-patients at
the North West Regional Spinal Injuries Centre in Southport, enjoyed a spectacular day of gliding on
air, literally! The annual event was organised by Carolyn McLay who used to work at the Hospital
and this is the sixteenth year that the Club has hosted it.
It was hard to know which they enjoyed more – the flying or the fantastic buffet that was laid on.
Liam and Mick couldn’t believe that after months of eating hospital fayre they were actually eating
sandwiches with filling in them and the cakes were to die for! It was fair to say that they were all a
little apprehensive about the process of flying without an engine and being unceremoniously lifted
out of their wheelchairs and stuffed into the cockpit was something that they had probably not
bargained for. However, being able to leave your wheelchair behind and fly just like anyone else
more than compensated for any indignities that they had to undergo and, if nothing else, proved
that there really is life after spinal cord injury and being confined to a wheelchair is not a barrier to
leading a fulfilling life.
For those who had more than one flight it was difficult to know which was better, the first or the
second but as someone pointed out, it’s a bit like having a baby really – are you more scared with
the first one because you don’t know what to expect? or more scared with the second because you
do ?!!
Bill said “ It’s been one of the best days of my life” and Isobel said that never in a million years
would she have ever done anything like it when she was on her feet, let alone now that she is in a
wheelchair but she’d do it again like a shot. The normally
garrulous Debi was speechless with delight and Mick and
Liam just couldn’t stop smiling.
Everyone agreed it was a brilliant day – who could ask for
anything more?
Julie Jones
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Safety Matters
Well here we are, nearly at the end of summer (what summer? I hear you say), so thanks to everyone
for keeping the flying operations safe this year. We have had some minor incidents but thankfully no
one was injured and we have learned from them. As a result, actions have been taken to prevent a
recurrence of such incidents.
Here are a few reminders of things we need to keep in mind whilst on the airfield
Visitors
The visitor notice board in the entrance hall to the clubhouse, which was placed there by Trevor our
previous safety officer, must not be moved. It is for the visitors’ safety whilst on site and explains the
procedures for proceeding to the launch point.
Visitors must not proceed unaccompanied to the launch point!
Towing gliders
When towing a glider, the driver should not only maintain a constant lookout for approaching aircraft
and stop if one is seen, but more importantly keep looking behind to see whether the pilot or
instructor is signalling them to stop or change direction.
After a glider is released from the tow rope, please coil up the rope before moving off.
Duty Pilot
Please ensure that when you are on duty at the launch point, you are wearing the yellow high-vis jacket
and are carrying a working air band radio. The jacket enables everyone, including visitors and
instructors, to know who is in charge. Check that the radio is working as it is vital to warn any aircraft
which might be in conflicting circuits.
You are responsible for organizing the running of the launch point operations and delegating duties such
as tractor drivers, log keepers etc. to those people waiting to fly. As such you should be outside
monitoring and controlling the operations. Please ensure that visitors are always accompanied to and
from the launch point.
Cable failure
Following a cable failure/break, the Duty Pilot or his nominee should contact the winch driver to
ascertain the problem and coordinate the recovery and repair of the cable. He should ensure that
tractor drivers carry a ground radio and maintain contact with both the winch and the launch point
before handling the cable. Before retrieving the cable, the winch driver or tractor driver must ensure
everyone concerned is aware that the cable is about to be retrieved.
First Aiders
As mentioned in the previous newsletter, I would like to create a list of members who have current first
aid certificates and would not object to being called upon to help out should minor first aid be required.
Please let me know if you would like to participate as we have not had any volunteers as yet.
That’s it from me for now, so please enjoy the rest of the year’s flying and always stay alert.
Please feel free to send me any of your own thoughts regarding safety matters.
Andy Spray (Safety Officer)
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Fuentemilanos Trip 2011
From 24th July to August 10th, several of us visited
Fuentemilanos Airfield in Central Spain. This was the third
consecutive trip for some, the second or first trip for others.
So, just where is Fuentemilanos? How do you get there?
Why do we go there? And what’s it all about?
Where is Fuentemilanos?
Fuentemilanos airfield is situated approximately 100km north of Madrid
and 12km west of Segovia, the nearest largest town. It is also 8km away
from the “Sierra De Guadarrama” Mountain range which rises to 3500ft
AGL and is approximately 300 km long!! Now that’s hill soaring!!!!!
The airfield has a tarmac runway 1100m long (16/34) as well as a grass
strip alongside if needed. The airfield is 1002m above sea level. Due to
this elevation, most altimeters will not reduce to zero on the ground
(QFE), this means that altimeters are generally set to 3300 ft before take
off (QNH), something you have to remember when away from site!!!
How to get there?
You could drive through France and down into Spain (some 29+ hours driving I believe!!), but a far
more civilised way is by ferry from either Portsmouth/Plymouth to Bilbao or Santander. You can choose
various cabin options on the ferry, from cattle class with fresh straw to a posh suite with all of the
trimmings (and partial butler service!!!) Upon arrival in Spain, the journey to “Fuenty” is around five
hours with a short stop.
Why do we go?
To get away from the terrible British weather of course!! But Fuentemilanos is
famous for the fantastic soaring conditions that can be had due to the topography
and usual high summer temperatures. Thermals can be very strong, and cloudbases
of 10,000ft above site are not uncommon, but the best soaring can be had when the
famous Fuenty “convergence zone” sets up. This is a sort of long “cloud Street” that
can be several hundred kilometres long and generally runs parallel with the
mountains. It is possible to just fly in a straight line at speed underneath the
convergence line and still climb. No need to stop and circle!!!!!! Large cross
countries can be achieved this way.
How many gliders are there? Do you need to speak Spanish?
Fuentemilanos became popular when German groups started to visit in the 1970’s and our European
neighbours (and manufacturers of nice gliders, sausages and cars) still travel in large numbers every
year. During the peak 6 weeks of the season, you can expect around 50-70 gliders on the airfield, the
majority being German, although there is a fair mix of visiting groups from Switzerland, Belgium,
France and of course the UK.
Whilst those numbers of gliders sounds a lot, it really is no problem. Most of the Germans have self
launchers and are away early.
The launch is by aerotow only and with two tugs on the go, you usually don’t have to wait too long.
You do need to be quite confident and competent on aerotow. Whilst the tow is nothing unusual, on a
good thermic day, you can get thrown around quite a bit. Also, due to the height above sea level and
high temperatures, the climb rate on tow is usually a lot slower
than it is in the UK, especially if in a heavy two seater with two
bods on board and water ballast!!!!!
Gliders wishing to fly must have a radio, and all calls are made in
either Spanish or English. If you try your hand at Spanish, the
locals always respond in English. We have crib sheets for ‘take up
slack’, ‘all out’, ‘downwind’ etc.

Bloody typical!

Each day there is a briefing in English, Spanish and German. You
always know when a good day is forecast however, as true to
form, when you arrive on the airfield “the Germans” are already in
the queue (with beach towels on the runway!!!!)
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This year the group comprised of myself, Tracy and Jonathan, Pete and Maria
Desmond, as well as Mike Blocksidge and John Knowles. We arrived on the
Tuesday and met up with Croft Brown, (Croft had spent the previous week at
another Spanish club in the Pyrenees). Paul Kamp and Graham Rendell also
arrived on Tuesday after flying out to Madrid from Liverpool via Easyjet (Paul
had his man deliver his glider for him!!!) Now that’s style!!!!
We were also joined by Marion Leith for a weekend and we met our usual Sutton
Bank contingent, as well as a group from Borders gliding club, (Milfield). A sizeable British squadron ready
to take on the “Germans” at beach towels at dawn!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Après flying
Well, this is where lots of fun began. We ate outside on the patio of our
rented house most evenings, and as always, took turns to produce the
evening meal. Never mind the flying, this is where the real competition
took place, as every “syndicate” raised the bar higher and higher. The
T54 syndicate of John “Marco Pierre” Knowles and Mike “Oliver”
Blocksidge put on a particularly strong show several times.
On another evening, it was Graham Rendell’s turn to cook. The tension mounted. Could he
be a challenger to the T54 syndicate? The “steaks” couldn’t have been higher!
A worried look appeared on our faces. “Just what do they eat in
Burnley?” someone asked. “Tripe” someone replied.
We needn't have worried, as Graham produced a superb
“sausages with pineapple salsa”. It went down a treat. Most of us
didn’t even realize that they knew what pineapples were in
Burnley!!!!!!
Of course, we also had to taste the local wines, beers and spirits,
always ending up with a “nightcap” of our famous “cough mixture”
before retiring ready
for the next day’s flying. It’s a hard
life!!!!!!!!!!!
We were treated one evening to “live
guitar music”, yet again provided by the T54 syndicate. Is
there no end to their talents?

Out and about in Segovia
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And the flying?
This year, the weather was not at its best, although we did have
a handful of good days with cumulous bases of around 8200ft
AGL and reasonable conditions. Several days were “blue” days
without any Cu, but perfectly soarable, sometimes up to 6000 ft
AGL.
We could have flown on almost every
day and only had around 20 minutes
of rain in the entire two weeks,
(evening). The temperature on most
days was between 26-32 deg!!!!
Unfortunately, that just wasn’t enough
to give us any “Atomic” days (their
name for a mega day).

New BI techniques - Tested for the first time?
(Strange thing Hypoxia!!!!)

If the temperature had been just a few
degrees more, it would have given us
stunning conditions. The “hot air” that
we wanted stayed
annoyingly to the South of
us (until of course after we
came home!!!!)

In terms of pure statistics relating to the number of kilometres
flown, it was Fuenty’s worst season for 18 years. However, still
excellent compared to the UK weather. It’s just that it’s normally
much better.
Together we flew around 3500 km and many hours.
We had a 410 km flight as well as 3 of 314 km, many of 250+ km, a
190 km and a few 90 km ridge runs as well as some pretty nice
mountain flying.
Tracy also flew with Pete in the Duo for one of the 314 km flights. Tracy’s longest flight. Well done!
Congratulations to John Knowles who also flew his 5 hrs to complete his silver badge and to Mike for
having a go at racing us (Duo) back from a 90 km away turnpoint!!! Good stuff!!!
So, not the longest cross countries we have flown, nor the best “gliding“ weather we have had in Spain,
but what a good time we had.
Good flying, super group, excellent
company, many tales to tell and
memories to cherish. Now that’s a
good holiday!!
Whilst away there were riots, the
economy entered a double dip
recession, Euro zone was in crisis
and of course it didn’t stop raining
in the UK!!
And worst of all was the return to
Chipping, with cloud on the hill,
muddy field and disgusting sheep
sh*t everywhere!!!!!!
A real welcome home!
Ian Ashton

On Final for Runway 34
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A Tadpole, a Warm Meat Pie
and Beached Whales!
What is the connection between the above? It describes the PW-5 on a couple of occasions in the past
few months, climbing out of weak lift at Cock Hill to indulge in several hours of good soaring, its pilot,
Nigel Dickenson, looking down with pleasure at a bunch of glass gliders grouped around the launch area
looking like beached albino humpbacks with their long flippers laid out beside them, their pilots waiting
for the soaring to start (for them, anyway). It has created confusion in pilots at Barrow and Edensoaring
as well. The meat pie describes the warmth sufficient to soar a PW-5 on, according to advice from New
Zealand over ten years ago. One thing is certain. Its pilot’s pleasure is completely unaffected by its
appearance, which does not interfere with his excellent view of others far below. Its cousin on steroids,
the PW-6, has similar properties though possibly needing another half-pie. Bob and I have enjoyed
soaring alone in it while most or all of the other gliders sit it out on the ground or do hopeful circuits. If
you knew what to look for, you would have found part of the secret in the wings, but no frogs.
What else can it do? Contrary to uninformed comments, it is not a lightweight feather able only to
perform at low speeds and with low penetration. It weighs not much less than a K.8, but with two thirds
of the wing area, its loading is around six pounds per square foot, much the same as traditional glass 15
metre types without water ballast. Its polar is near the same ball park, at maximum weight a close
match to the ASK.21. It practically steers itself into thermal cores, and is so responsive that you can
follow the tiniest hints of lift. It is not bullied by rough air like the K.8, needing little more than a flick of
the wrist to respond to it. But surely span is everything? It is certainly something but it is not everything,
as Heinz Huth showed with the K.6, in which he gave a hard time to the new breed of Open Class gliders
many years ago, with its excellent handling and soaring. The PW-5 has a much better cross country
performance than the 18 metre Skylark (which flew from Lasham to Portmoak with enough height to
have gone much further) and according to Derek Piggott (in 1988), "it can give all but the latest
Standard Class gliders a run for their money". Some 600 k and many 500 k flights had been reported
then.
What do others think of it? A selection from many collected remarks:
From New Zealand: 9th place Open pilot at the Omarama Worlds - "If your club doesn’t invest in a PW5 then you’re doing your up and coming cross country pilots a disservice": Many others - "a delight";
"magic"; and plenty more. From Benalla (Australia); Everyone who has flown it - " speaks well - it is a
delight to fly"; "it goes up on a sniff of a thermal"; a committee member - "If I never flew anything else,
I’d be happy for the rest of my days"; Burn GC - so delighted with their first that they bought a second.
BFGC on demonstrator visit in 1998 - those who contacted thermals agreed with the above (Catflap "the most wonderful experience of my life") and many hoped the club would get one. No such luck.
What was the point of it? It won the 1990s competition for a World Class design of reduced span to
provide good performance at an affordable price. Unfortunately so many wealthy people took up gliding
that manufacturers could make all the money they needed with more and more expensive gliders. Wally
Kahn explains in the latest Sailplane and Gliding, mentioning the £400 cost of the Olympia with
instruments in 1947 (the year I began gliding) with an equivalent cost today of around £17,000, which
is not far off what the PW-5 might have been, and the £250,000 needed now to outfit yourself with the
latest and best, which going back in time to 1947 would have been about £8,000. No wonder my salary
never caught up. Well over 200 were sold in countries where excellent value for money was recognised.

John Gibson
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Sky Demon Light

http://www.skydemonlight.com/
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If you are the sort of pilot who enjoys ploughing through
pages of gibberish like the secret code on the left before
stepping into your cockpit, welcome to the planet Zog! – I
hope you and your slide rule will be very happy together!
If on the other hand, you are a more normal human being, I
am sure you have often wished that NATS would find an
easier way to tell you how to avoid bumping into things. Well,
they just did and if you haven’t discovered it already, you
really need to see this!

In conjunction with Sky Demon (a company that produces and sells a flight-planning package for power pilots)
they have launched Sky Demon Light – a very well thought out website that displays daily NOTAM information
clearly, graphically and FREE!
The site is well designed, very intuitive, and easy to operate. It loads a UK map onto the screen, which can be
quickly dragged and zoomed until you have the part of Britain you want in front of you. Major towns, airfields,
MATZs, danger areas etc. are clearly marked, and if you pass your mouse over them, you get further
information. If you then enter a flight path (by clicking on start and finish points) you will be notified of any
NOTAM information for the day which falls on or near your path (just like a NATS narrow route brief). However,
to make it easier, the position and scope of each notice is clearly marked on the map and a mouse-over will
bring up a details box with additional information. Extra points can easily be added to your route to define a
triangle or an area and this is a simple way of seeing all the information you need for your day’s flying.
The NOTAM information is also displayed on the right of the screen in list form and as you are reading, you can
click on a magnifying glass icon to get an animated display on the map showing where that particular notice
refers to. Also on the right hand side, you will be told if your projected path passes through restricted airspace
(yellow warnings for Class D and red warnings for class A). RATs are clearly displayed as dotted lines and show
exactly where the Red Arrows or BBMF will pass, with additional information about timing also shown, so
there’s no excuse for being in the wrong place at the wrong time.
Downsides? – There have to be downsides! – Well, nothing too serious, but the origins of this package as a
power pilot’s utility can be seen in that although gliding sites are shown (and appropriate details given) you
can’t actually start or end a flight plan at a gliding site. Not a huge problem as you can always click on nearby
airfields and towns to get the necessary information. (Much like we currently get NOTAMS for Chipping by
defining a narrow route between Blackpool and Dishforth, but without the need to remember all the
EGNH/EGXD nonsense!) The other minor quirk for us is that they assume you’ll fly straight and level with a
pre-set ceiling, so the map defaults to a flight at 3,000 feet, and doesn’t display information above 4,000 feet
to keep the maps clearer. If you think you need to see higher than this however, it couldn’t be simpler and you
just change the altitude to a higher ceiling to reveal the additional information.
I have been very impressed
with Sky Demon Light. The
information is clear, easy to
find and easy to interpret. The
website is intuitive and simple
to use and this will be my first
choice for NOTAM information
in future. So, well done to
those nice men at NATS, the
skies will be safer as a result
of their efforts.
Now all we need is to have a
quiet word with the Met Office
and see if they can be
persuaded to learn English
too!
I hear it’s OCNL SEA COT A1
7KM SHRA with ISOL SCT/BKN
ST 010/015 - Anyone fancy
rigging??
Keith Clarke
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A Newbies’ Perspective
It was over 20 years ago when my wife bought me a trial gliding lesson at BFGC. It was a fiver back then, and
to cut a long story short, I loved it. After my flight the instructor and I persuaded my wife to have a go and
she was nearly sick in his glider!
Needless to say, it wasn’t for her, but I had already decided it was the future for me, and very nearly joined
up there and then. However, after putting my ‘sensible head’ on, I decided that I would wait until the house
we were renovating was finished and to take it up in a couple of years when I could devote a bit more time to
it. …..And then the kids came along, followed by another house move, and then a new build house project and
gliding got completely forgotten about.
That was until we drove to Croatia at Easter. I was shortly due to turn 50 and feeling a bit depressed about it.
We were driving through Germany and I was feeling like I needed another mid-life crisis (as you do), when I
saw about 6 gliders thermalling up ahead high above the autobahn. What a fantastic sight and for a couple of
minutes I was completely transfixed. For a moment I even forgot about the antics of the crazy German
drivers (I had just had to pull over to let an old woman in a Nissan Micra pass me - and I was doing 90 mph
at the time!). Watching the gliders gracefully circling overhead gave me goosebumps, and all the hairs on the
back of my neck stood on end as I realised – that’s it! That’s what I’m gonna do when I get back home. Midlife crisis problem solved!
So, on Saturday 21st May I turned up at the club, cheque book in hand, paid my fifty quid and joined as a
temporary member. Within 20 minutes I found myself strapped into the front seat of the K21 and, with my
instructor Henry in the back, we were launched skywards…..and weh-hey! It was every bit as good as I
remembered and I was completely hooked (again).
Since then I’ve joined as a full member and now visit the club on a regular basis. I’ve found that skiving off
work to go gliding is much more enjoyable than working! And I’ve had some fantastic flights including an
amazing one of almost 3 hours with Nigel in the K21 - I had a smile on my face that lasted a week after that
one!
But what I really wanted to say was how welcome everyone at the club has made me feel. Without exception
everybody has been so friendly, helpful and patient. It’s not easy being a ‘newbie’ and as a result knowing
almost nothing – I think I must have made just about every mistake possible. I’ve pushed when I should
have pulled, pushed on the wrong bit, passed a blue link when it should have been a red one and vice versa.
I always seemed to have hold of the ‘wrong wing’, and I think it’s fair to say I’ve generally got in the way a lot.
The first time I went for cables I even managed to snap one of the bits of blue rope that hooks onto the back
of the cable tractor, much to Roger’s disdain. The look on his face said it all as he patiently tied it back
together again and told me to try again “a bit more slowly this time”.
I would especially like to say a very big thanks to all the instructors who have had the misfortune of being
strapped into a glider with me and especially to Phil and Ged who generally seem to draw the short straw. I’m
sure there must have been many occasions during some of my flights when the parachute looked like a
tempting option. Instructors must have nerves of steel, or maybe they have a bottle of whisky hidden in the
back, or maybe its tranquilisers? I don’t know which, but it can’t be easy being faced with a seemingly never
ending barrage of stupid questions - but they put up with it all with patience and good humour, and it’s
appreciated.
I enjoy the piss-taking, and the banter between the club
members. And I’ve accepted that getting sheep shit on
my shoes (and knees) is part and parcel of the BFGC
gliding experience. I’m even getting used to the taste of
it with my butties now, but can the sheep not be
housetrained to ‘go’ in one corner of the field?
Needless to say I’m now completely hooked and you’re
stuck with me whether you want me or not. You’ve
turned me into a ‘glider bore’ and my non-gliderist
friends are beginning to avoid me because that’s all I
want to talk about. Soon I’ll have no friends left and its
all your (BFGC’s) fault. But hey, so what - I’m lovin’ it!
Sorry if I can’t always remember all of your names,
there are a lot of them to learn, but I’m getting there,
and thanks again to everyone for making me feel most
welcome - and for your patience.
John Hough
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The airfield and ridges bathed in sunshine - More days like this please!

Winch Stuff
The left hand cable is looking a bit tired and will be replaced in
the not too distant future. 5 mm. diameter cable will be fitted,
this should end any confusion about which ferrules to use for
repairs.
The Skylaunch engine is due an oil and filter change and the
gearbox likewise. If anyone would like to take on, or help with,
these important and necessary tasks, I would be very pleased
to hear from you.
John Harter

Flying Quotes
Flying is learning how to throw yourself at the ground and miss. Douglas Adams
Try to stay in the middle of the air. Do not go near the edges of it. The edges of the air can be
recognized by the appearance of ground, buildings, sea, trees and interstellar space. It is much more
difficult to fly there. Anon
We contrive to make the invisible air support us. We relinquish the security of feet on the ground because
flying is demanding, delightful, beautiful; because we love it. Very few of us are actually crazy, and
nearly all of us manage the risks as well as we can, but we all willingly trade some of our security for the
immeasurable beauty of the sky. Paul J. Sampson
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Letters to the Editor

Name That Van!
Ladies and gentlemen, this month we have a competition for you!
Fabulous prizes, (to be announced), are available for the person who
comes up with the best name to grace our new DP van. (Is it still a
DP van? - Isn’t it perhaps a Mobile Air Traffic Control/Hospitality van?
- a MATCH Van!) Whatever! - The fact is that if Thomas the Tank
Engine wasn’t called Thomas, he’d just be, well, a tank engine, so we
thought it would be a good idea to anthropomorphise our new
acquisition so we can more quickly make him/her a well-loved part of
the team.
Send your suggestions to me at soaringkeith@gmail.com and we’ll
announce the winner in our next issue.

12
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Operating in the Wet Season
As Dean and I have not yet achieved the target for the field improvements pictured so well by Keith in
the last issue, perhaps I can remind you of some things to consider when operating when it’s wet.
However, let us never forget that the absolute first priority is always safety, so that overrides anything
I’m going to say.
The problem with cutting up the field is not the work that it causes for us, (although it is immensely
irritating when it’s caused by downright stupidity) but that in the process of damaging the field there is
an increased risk of damaging aircraft, or increasing the maintenance required.
Also the more the field is damaged, the more times we will be unable to operate.
A bit of background first. Our field is a hill farm on the west side of the Pennines. It is better drained than
a lot of farms, but is still a hill farm with topsoil like a sponge, and clay subsoil. Once wet, this keeps the
topsoil wet and therefore soft for long periods, particularly in winter. The extent to which this happens
varies around the field.
Let’s take ground movements first.
The duty instructor will assess how wet the field is and decide how to operate, but he can not supervise
all of you all the time, so please think about what you are doing.
Once you see a black patch appearing, avoid it; it’s mud! I can’t believe I’m having to say this, but bitter
experience proves it to be necessary; I’ve seen members tow the DP van into big areas of mud, and then
wonder why they are not moving.
Now that we have peri-tracks and the cable track, there should never be a reason for the DP van or the
winch to ever get stuck.
When moving aircraft on the ground, again try to avoid mud, because it very quickly fills the wheel box
and jams the wheel. I appreciate that this can not always be avoided; if an aircraft has landed on the
grass we have to retrieve it somehow, but if you can see a firmer route then please use it. Also mud gets
onto the cable track and it can be awkward to steer the aircraft round it, but please do your best. It may
mean the tow tractor has to slow down, but this will save time in the long run.
Obviously use the tracks where possible. I say obviously, but I have seen cases of a series of quartermile long ruts made five yards to the side of the hardened track! I’ve also seen members cut the corner
when leaving the apron, to make diagonal ruts rather than following the hard surface. This is just stupid.
In fact I think I’ll donate a new award to the club. A dunce’s hat as the “Idiot of the Year” award.
There will be fierce competition for it. I’ll put up a form so you can nominate anyone who is particularly
deserving of it.
Landing aircraft.
Remember, safety is the
absolute priority.
The duty instructor will brief
you of course, but if you are
landing on the grass and have
a choice then try to avoid any
dark bits. White crosses, as
I’m sure you know, are not
reference marks for your
approach, but indicate a
damaged surface. However,
that may still be your safest
option. Keep thinking.
That’s about it I think. Sorry
to harangue all of you in
trying to get through to the
idiots.
Safe flying,
Geoff Guttery

Cock Hill Farm - that well-known lakeside retreat!
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The ‘B’ League Trophy
All pre-silver solo pilots are encouraged to claim points on the ‘B’ League ladder, as detailed in the
‘Members’ Handbook’.
There are many categories available for claiming points, starting with 50 for your first solo. Points may
be claimed within the flying season which runs from 1st October to 30th September.
The ladder is on the back wall of the lecture room, in Cross Country Corner. It is the ladder on the righthand side of the notice board. You will find an example of one pilot’s claims for points in the bottom slot
of the ladder. You will also find some blank claim tabs at the bottom of the ladder. If any further blank
tabs are required, they are stored in the top shallow drawer directly underneath the cross country
computer.
When you have achieved a task that is worth points, take a blank tab and write your name on it and
then write the date and type of claim along with the points awarded. Then place your tab in the top of
the ladder. Each time you achieve a task, add the new claim to your tab and put the tab back in the
correct position in the ladder. Tabs will be arranged from the top in points total order!
Eileen Littler

Task

Points

First Solo
First 50 solos
Passing Local C paper
Achieving Red Card
Bronze duration flights (2)
Passing Bronze exam
Satisfy Bronze spins
Satisfy Bronze field landings (2)
Cross Country Diploma Nav. Ex.
Cross Country Diploma Field Selection
Cross Country Diploma 2 hour duration
Achieving Yellow Card
Achieving Silver 5 hour duration
Achieving Silver Height
Achieving Silver Distance
Satisfactory photos of turning points *

50
50
40
40
50 for each
40
40
40 for each
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
10 per photo

* Photographic evidence is essential

BFGC in Wartime
Late back; no landing
lights; no engine; only one
wheel; coming down fast!
If they’ve already let the
sheep out, this K13’s
history!!
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We were sitting around at the top end one day, minding our own business, when one of the
visitor’s mates started getting right up our noses. He was a PPL and kept banging on about how
gliders were “boring” and they “just go up and come down and can’t do anything exciting”. Well,
that was like a red rag to some of our more impetuous young hotheads, (no names, you know
who I mean) and after a quick chat amongst themselves and a shout of “just watch this then!”
they shot off down to the hangar. They were back ten minutes later with a coil of rope and an old
paint tin full of greasy rags. Next thing I knew, they’d put the paint tin on the back seat of a K13,
and launched with one of them clinging on to the top of the fuselage, with his trouser belt loops
tied to the locked-away airbrake paddles. (Good job the duty instructor was in the west bowl!)
Well, I have to say, what followed was impressive. They looped and chandelled with the wing
walker clinging on for dear life and shouting “Geronimo!” at the top of his voice and then, for the
grand finale, P1 threw a lighted match into the paint tin behind him and they beat up the top end
of the airfield, at a whisker under VNE, with smoke pouring out of every orifice in the fuselage!
Magical! Things went a bit wobbly when the pilot opened the airbrakes to land, but the wing
walker managed to cling on somehow with his trousers round his ankles! We offered a similar
flight to matey boy, but he went all quiet, smiled sheepishly and slunk off. Result!
It all seemed a bit quiet after that, so we went off to the clubhouse for a well-deserved cuppa.
Tell you what - there was hell to pay when Reg found the muddy boot prints on the canopy!

Editor’s Endbit
Well, that brings us to the end of another BFGC Newsletter. I hope you had as much fun reading
it as I had putting it together. Many thanks to all the people who contributed. They did a
brilliant job and without them, there would be no Newsletter.
The next edition will be coming out just before Christmas (there’s a chilly thought!) and the
deadline for copy will be Sunday 4th December. I’ll remind you again by e-mail nearer the date,
but in the meantime, start thinking about what you could contribute to the next issue. We’d all
love to hear from you. Send your stuff at any time to soaringkeith@gmail.com and I’ll keep it
safe for the next issue. I look forward to hearing from you.
Keith Clarke (Editor)

